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0.0 INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
UWC’s strategic plan for 2010-2015 is an
ambitious and positive step in planning
for our future. Now we have to put our
intentions into practice and we can only
do this if we work together and focus on
our objectives. Across UWC it is clear that
we are stronger when we work together
and this collaboration underpins many
of our organisational goals.
One of our objectives is to increase the
awareness, profile and understanding of
UWC and our brand strategy is the first
step to achieving this goal. It is worth
highlighting that the success of many
other objectives, including financial
sustainability, extending our impact and
increasing awareness of our model of
education will rely on our brand awareness.

The process of developing our brand has
involved discussion, consultation and a great
deal of thought and the outcome is a UWC
brand which is inclusive, values driven and
strong. The brand articulates our ethos and
our values, showing that we are passionate,
committed, proactive and compassionate.
Our brand is our promise. It’s a guarantee
of the experience that everyone – students,
educators, parents, donors, supporters –
can expect and should receive from any
encounter with UWC.
This new brand represents a step change
for UWC and we need to be disciplined and
dedicated but also patient as we allow it to
become established. As with all brands, we
must use it and manage it properly or it will
soon become meaningless.

Our aim is to make it easy for everyone
in the UWC movement to implement
the new brand and to easily apply the
identity to all our communications. The
toolkit will support and guide you in your
implementation, showing you how to
use the identity and follow the spirit of
our values so that together we can make
UWC recognisable worldwide.

Tim Toyne Sewell
Chair

1.0
THE BRAND
To make our brand really work, we need
to make sure it’s implemented correctly
and consistently – across all our
communications. This will help us to
present UWC as a coherent, effective
organisation – one which is easy for
people to identify with.
Over the next few pages, you’ll find the
main rules for using our identity. Always
refer to and follow these, whenever you’re
producing UWC communications.

1.1 THE BRAND

OUR MISSION
UWC makes education
a force to unite people,
nations and cultures for
peace and a sustainable
future.

1.2 THE BRAND

OUR AMBITION
UWC aims to:
• p roduce UWC alumni each year who,
through their own action and personal
example, can become leaders in their
communities and demonstrate their
commitment to making a positive
difference in the world
• b ecome recognised internationally
for its distinctive model of education
• p rovide an example for other
schools, educational organisations
and governments which recognise
the role of education as a force for
peace and a sustainable future.

1.3 THE BRAND

OUR VALUES
INTERNATIONAL AND
INTERCULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
UWC is committed to building
communities that are free from
prejudice and intolerance irrespective
of gender, socioeconomic, cultural,
racial, religious or national backgrounds.
CELEBRATION OF DIFFERENCE
UWC consciously creates supportive
environments where differences
are valued and recognised for the
strength they bring to communities.
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
AND INTEGRITY
Personal responsibility, accountability
and integrity are at the heart of the
UWC experience. We expect our
members, partners and those we
work with to behave in a similar way.

MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITY
AND RESPECT
UWC advocates a collaborative
and mutually supportive approach,
recognising that respect underpins the
smooth functioning of any encounter
or team. Those engaging with UWC
will find our members dependable
and respectful.
COMPASSION AND SERVICE
Our actions and language will
communicate our compassion and
commitment to our communities.
We will work at all levels – personally,
locally, regionally, nationally and
internationally – to do what we can
to make the world a better place.

RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
UWC recognises our interdependence
with the environment and is actively
seeking solutions that will contribute
to a sustainable future. Our choices
and actions will demonstrate this
commitment to our communities
as well as to a wider audience.
A SENSE OF IDEALISM
UWC inspires its members to believe
that it is possible to make a difference
and will actively seek to work with
others who share that belief.

PERSONAL CHALLENGE
UWC is committed to the concept of
learning through doing and the value
of interactions and experience. By
taking the initiative and challenging
ourselves, we learn about ourselves
and those around us as well as
developing a sense of responsibility
for others.
ACTION AND PERSONAL EXAMPLE
UWC believes in the importance of
acting on your beliefs and taking a
lead role in what you do as well as
what you say.

1.4 THE BRAND

KEY MESSAGES
DIVERSITY DRIVES UWC EDUCATION

UWC IS TRANSFORMATIONAL

 WC challenges people to learn about themselves and others by welcoming
U
a deliberately diverse cross section of students to its programmes, schools
and colleges. At UWC, diversity extends to socioeconomic, cultural, racial
and religious backgrounds and experience as well as of nationalities.

 WC challenges you to think for yourself and to take advantage of your
U
personal potential in the context of a diverse community. It is transformational
and the start of a lifelong journey.

• “UWC offered a wide range of lifelong experiences that cannot be forgotten.
The diverse teaching staff from all over the world had offered us a unique
opportunity to learn in an environment which promoted critical thinking
and all round perspective about world issues. The experiences with my peers
from over 40 different countries have been treasured and never forgotten.”
Aditya Devalia, Zambia, UWC Waterford Kamhlaba, MBA student and Footballer.

• “Even after thirty years, UWC continues to impact on my life and my business.
As a result of living those two years in a multicultural community, I actively
encourage diversity in my business. I see diversity as a strength to draw on;
different backgrounds, education, race, gender, all that makes for a much
stronger organisation.”
Richard Wise, UK, UWC Pearson College, Chairman, verFides.

• “I made amazing friends from many backgrounds and nationalities who keep
challenging the way I look at all aspects of life: from politics and history to
family and love. My UWC friends force me to question my prejudices and
ideas and greatly enrich my life”.
Lila Pla Alemany, Spain, UWC Atlantic College, Film Executive Producer and Writer,
Santamandra Produccion.

• “I feel I carry something from UWC with me every single day of my life. I have
often said that these will remain the most important two years of my life”.
Patrik Brundin, Sweden, UWC Atlantic College, Professor of Neuroscience at the Neuronal Survival
Unit, Lund University.

• “UWC is an amazing community and a wonderful opportunity. The UWC alumni
have a huge impact on the rest of the university”
Janet Irons, Director of International Admissions, Harvard University.

• “UWC is like a fireball with a lasting glow. At the time it’s so intense – I was a
16 year old kid from Masterton, New Zealand, dropped into this high-minded,
high-energy, idealistic, international environment. Roommates from Uruguay
and Kenya, friends from all over, talking all night, learning to ski and climb,
calculus, music, world literature, social service – and trying to figure ourselves
out in all of that!”
Daniel Pringle, New Zealand, UWC-USA, Research Scientist, University of Alaska.

1.4 THE BRAND

KEY MESSAGES
	UWC IS WORKING TOWARDS RESOLVING
THE TENSIONS WITHIN AND ACROSS SOCIETY

UWC IS COMMITTED TO A CULTURE OF 					
		ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY AND ACTION

	Understanding and respecting our differences as well as what we have in
common is at the heart of a UWC experience. The valuable skills that are
developed as students remain with UWC alumni throughout their lives,
benefiting individuals as well as communities as we address
the tensions that threaten to divide us.

	UWC actively seeks and implements sustainable solutions across the UWC
experience. The skills that UWC students gain while engaging with their
communities are readily transferable to each subsequent community they
become a part of.

• “The fundamental values of a UWC education are increasingly relevant to
global stability and peace and I truly believe that the world will be a better
place because of the contributions of our alumni.”
HM Queen Noor.

• “I recollect the words of Lester B Pearson when in his Nobel Lecture of 1957,
he said ‘How can there be peace without people understanding each other,
and how can this be if they don’t know each other? How can there be
cooperative coexistence, which is the only kind that means anything, if men
are cut off from each other, if they are not allowed to learn more about each
other?’ Those words and that vision have continued to inspire me in the two
decades since I graduated from Lester B Pearson UWC of the Pacific.”
Douglas Alexander, UK, UWC Pearson College, British Secretary of State for International
Development.

• “I can surely say that my dedication to Israeli-Palestinian dialogue is mainly
derived from my challenging yet positive experience at UWC, talking and
growing with my Palestinian peers.”
Dafna Herzberg, Israel, UWC-USA, International Relations Student, Hebrew University in Jerusalem.

• As an exploration geologist, I struggle at the thought that people in general
may think that my job and my mission contradict each other. I do hope that I
will be a positive influence within my company to ensure that we do more to
help sustain the local communities and the environment we work in because
that is how future exploration should be done.”
Rosanele Romero-Groleau, UWC Pearson College Exploration Geologist, Shell UK.

• “I have no doubt that business can and must play an important role in
addressing many of today’s global challenges, such as water stewardship
and workplace rights. To do this, these companies need principled leaders
and that’s why I work for Coke.”
Jeremy Faa, Australia, UWC Pearson College, CFO & Director and Business Strategy,
Coca Cola Pacific Group.

• “I have always liked nature but it was whilst I was at UWC that I realised I
wanted to make a contribution, a big contribution. I currently manage projects
in Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and northern Peru to conserve the biodiversity in this region. As an organisation we manage a lot of projects which
help the national parks in the tropical Andes become self sustainable.”
Aurelio Ramos, UWC-USA, Director, The Nature Conservancy’s Northern Tropical Andes Conversation
Programme, based in Colombia.

1.4 THE BRAND

KEY MESSAGES
	UWC INSPIRES LEADERSHIP IN AND COMMITMENT
TO SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

	UWC EDUCATES AND SUPPORTS YOUNG PEOPLE TO
TAKE INITIATIVE AND EMBRACE PERSONAL CHALLENGE

	UWC fosters a culture of social responsibility and volunteering. UWC
students are given the responsibility and courage to identify opportunities
and take the lead. As alumni they are equipped to effect change personally,
locally, nationally or internationally.

	UWC supports students to take initiative and embrace personal challenge
within a supportive environment. Through shared experiences our students
learn about themselves and develop a sense of responsibility for others.

• “The exceptional educational experience [the students] received at a UWC
has helped to make them natural doers and leaders. They are often the first
to volunteer, the first to get involved.”
University Admissions Counsellor.

• “I am very active in my community, I keep thinking that I can’t get any busier
than this – but then something else needs my attention and I do! I sometimes
think I should focus my energy on one or two projects but volunteering is
something that has stuck with me from UWC and whilst there is so much
to do, it is hard to turn your back on it”.
Treasure Maphanga, Swaziland, UWC Adriatic, Managing Director, Cilo Consulting.

• “As a result of my UWC education I take responsibility for the role I play
in my society and get involved, knowing that as part of a community we
are constantly influencing each other and inspiring each other.”
Geraldine Paredes Vasquez, Bolivia, UWC Mahindra College and founder of W.H.Y. Bolivia.

• “The virtue and the strength of UWC is that it provides small, but powerful
cells of innovation, catalysts for change, breaking barriers of habit and
opening broader vistas of experience for both pupils and educationalists”.
Nelson Mandela.

• “I enjoy working with children and during my time at UWC, I saw so many
children in need. I felt there was a huge opportunity to help and do something
positive about it. Whilst it is a big undertaking, I started slowly, volunteering at
different orphanages in Pune. I never felt intimidated or overwhelmed, which
is something that many travellers to India comment on, that there is so
much to do, but I just go on with it. Sometimes the enormity of the task stops
people from doing anything, and I didn’t want to be one of those people”.
Kaminika Morjaria, UWC Mahindra College, Co-Founder, Ashraya Initiative for Children, India.

• “At UWC you are encouraged to try things that you think you won’t like or
don’t want to try and you find you enjoy them. This environment makes you
take chances and take responsibility for your choices”.
Hugo Contreras, Mexico, UWC-USA, Marketing and Institutional Relations Director, Bal-Ondeo.

These supporting quotes are included as a small example to illustrate the key
message. We hope that constituents will draw from their own experiences for
more relevant, local or timely quotes.

1.5 THE BRAND

LANGUAGE &
WRITING STYLE
Each of our communications must
inspire. We’re excited about our
mission and need to communicate
its relevance to the widest possible
audience. Our mission is wide
ranging and to achieve it, we must
look beyond UWC communities.
We must inspire others to work
with us.
It is our responsibility to make it
easy for our audience to understand
who we are, what we are trying
to do and what action we want
from them.
Our communications should be
inspiring, positive and motivating.
Whether we want people to
volunteer, donate money, work

with us or apply to study at a UWC,
our words must encourage them to
take action!
People are busy and don’t have
time to read pages of text or listen
for hours while we gather our
thoughts. Our communications
must convey that we understand
what they need from us and that
we have thought about how to give
it to them. Before starting, work out
what the audience is looking for and
once the message has been crafted,
check that it meets their needs. We
must use words that the audience
understands. We want to be thought
of as approachable so do not adopt
a superior tone or a snobby manner.

Don’t over complicate our message
or the language used. Don’t use
unnecessarily long, complicated
or obscure words when more
straightforward or simpler ones will
do the same job. Make sure that
the language is appropriate to the
audience being addressed. Don’t
use local phrases, in-jokes or UWC
jargon, particularly abbreviations
that people might not understand.

1.5 THE BRAND

LANGUAGE &
WRITING STYLE
PERSONALITY AND TONE
In face-to-face or oral
communications our personality
is evident through the tones we
use, our body language and the
way we deliver our messages.
Often this personality is
downplayed, quashed or even
absent in written communications
– perhaps because it seems less
serious or relevant or because we
find it more difficult to convey
the same spirit or tone in writing.
Our personality helps to distinguish
us in a crowded marketplace.
Used consistently, it will add to
our credibility and our reputation
– it becomes part of the UWC
experience. It will inspire and
evoke action.

The UWC personality traits are:
• Compassionate
• Committed
• Passionate
• Proactive  
• Values driven
CONTENT
Do...
• a lways use clear and simple
language
• k eep the writing style bold,
positive and try to create
momentum with your choice
of words
• u
 se relevant examples and
testimonials

• d efine and understand the target
audience, ‘speak their language’
– tailor examples to fit their
circumstances but avoid jargon
• if appropriate, keep sentences
short, communicating one idea
at a time. This makes sentences
easier to digest
• be positive
• c reate a conversational tone that
engages people
• w
 here relevant, use active words
to create a lively engaging tone
• u
 se the full name of the college
the first time it is written.
Subsequent references can use
a shorter version but not initials.
For example – first use: UWC of

the Adriatic, subsequent uses:
UWC Adriatic
• f or dates, use number and
month only – e.g. 4 January
or January 4 rather than 4th
January or January 4th
• w
 hen writing in English or if it is
appropriate, write numbers less
than ten, but use digits for 11
and above
• d o take care when using
academic years, remembering
that the southern and northern
hemisphere academic years
differ.

1.5 THE BRAND

LANGUAGE &
WRITING STYLE
CONTENT
Don’t...
• use jargon
• use slang or popular phases
• u
 se seasons – they are not the
same globally – use the month
• focus on the negative.
PRESENTATION
Do...
• u
 se clear signposting – headings
and sub-headings to help the
reader navigate
• k eep the word count down and
use blank space on the page to
create impact. Don’t overcrowd
a page with text or images.
• u
 se pull quotes, break out key
points and interesting facts

• keep blocks of text short
• p rovide clear contact points for
further information on what to
do next.
CAPITAL EMPHASIS
Where appropriate in your
language keep the use of capitals
for words and phrases to a
minimum. The exceptions are
our constituents: College Name
or National Committee of
Country, and of course UWC.
Don’t over abbreviate. Give
UWC constituents and other
organisations their full title – not
everyone understands what the
abbreviations mean and text full
of initials and acronyms quickly
becomes impenetrable.

1.6 THE BRAND

LIST OF TERMS
ALUMNI
Those who have benefited from
a UWC education – regardless of
whether that education lasted two
weeks, two years or longer.

ORGANISATION
The schools, colleges, national
committees, selection contacts,
International Office and
International Board.

• ALUMNA
Individual female who has
benefitted from a UWC education.

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
The educational institutions
within the UWC organisation.

• ALUMNUS
Individual male who has
benefitted from a UWC education.

UWC CONSTITUENTS
A group of any combination of
schools/colleges and the national
committee/selection contact network.

Whilst officially there is a distinction
between male and female, many
institutions tend to use the generic
alumni.
MOVEMENT
The whole of UWC including schools,
colleges, national committees,
selection contacts, the International
Board, the International Office,
our alumni and current students.

UWC PROGRAMMES
The full range of activities that
our schools, colleges and national
committees organise which brings
UWC to a much wider audience.
UWC programmes encompass
activities that historically have
been referred to as short courses,
summer camps, teacher training,
outreach, leadership courses etc.

1.7 THE BRAND

DOS & DON’TS
The following is based on the English language, particularly the guidance on
the use of capitals. Please take the sentiment or essence of what is detailed
below and apply it appropriately for your language.
DO

DON’T

UWC

United World Colleges
Uwc
uwc
UWColleges
CMU

UWC movement

UWC Movement

UWC organisation

UWC Organisation

UWC International

UWC international
UWC Global
UWC Worldwide
UWC head office
UWC headquarters

UWC International refers to the International
Board and UWC Council as well as the
International Office, currently located
in London.

UWC national committees
and selection contacts
UWC volunteer network

UWC NCs and SCs
UWC National Committees
UWC Selection Contacts

Refers to the whole network not individual
committees.

NOTES

1.7 THE BRAND

DOS & DON’TS
DO

DON’T

NOTES

UWC national committees
UWC selection contacts

UWC NCs
UWC SCs

These abbreviations can be used for internal
communications only but will be seen as
jargon to audiences outside the movement.

schools and colleges
colleges and schools

Colleges
UWC campuses

Refers to the whole network not individual
institutions.

UWC alumni
UWC alumna
UWC alumnus

Graduates
graduates
ex-students

Whilst officially there is a distinction between
male and female, many institutions tend to use
the generic alumni.

organisation
movement
international NGO
NGO

company
family
conglomerate
initiative
enterprise

UWC is a non-profit organisation and our
language should reinforce that status.

UWC programmes
UWC short courses
UWC short programmes

Summer camps
Short courses
Short Courses

Official UWC programmes or short courses
should carry the UWC brand and name.

1.7 THE BRAND

DOS & DON’TS
DO

DON’T

NOTES

UWC alumni should always have their college
in bracketed italics after their name (the first
time they are mentioned) for example Nate
Pearley (UWC Atlantic College).

In external publications do not use
abbreviations and college years for example
Nate Pearley (AC 87-89).

Abbreviations and years should be restricted
to internal use only.

Current UWC students should always have
their country in bracketed italics after their
name (the first time they are mentioned)
for example Nate Pearley (Australia).
social responsibility
community service
campus service
community engagement

Individual schools and colleges may prefer to
use only students first names rather than full
names in publications.
Service
Comm Serv
Community Service

Whilst internally we all know and understand all of these terms, the terms
in the ‘don’t’ column could be seen as internal jargon and may be confusing
for external audiences.

Be mindful of internal jargon in external
publications, including the website.

2.0
BASIC ELEMENTS
This section sets out the basic elements
which form the UWC visual identity
and the rules which, when implemented
correctly, ensure that it retains a strong
and coherent image.
Over the next few pages, you’ll find a
guide for anyone who will be involved
in producing UWC communications.

2.1 BASIC ELEMENTS

THE BRAND MARK
The principal version of the
UWC brand mark consists of two
interlocking globes and the letters
‘UWC’. The relationship between
these two elements should never
be adapted or separated.
In addition to the new brand mark,
we have changed our green. The
mark now appears in our UWC Blue
(Pantone® 2945) and UWC Green
(Pantone® 3285). The new green is
tonally much closer to our blue and
will help to strengthen reproduction
of the mark.

A centred version of the mark has
also been created which can be
used on specific applications, where
the principal version would be
compromised.
The mark has been specially designed
for UWC and must never be altered
or distorted in any way. It should be
implemented consistently across all
applications.

Principal version

Centred version

2.2 BASIC ELEMENTS

UWC INTERNATIONAL:
USING THE BRAND MARK
The principal brand mark should
be used in the majority of
situations. The exceptions are:
• If you need to use the brand
mark on mono applications,
such as faxes and in newspaper
advertising, you should use the
black version.
• If you need to use the brand mark
against a coloured background
or image, use the white version
of the brand mark. Make sure
the colour of the background
has enough contrast to allow the
brand mark to show clearly. Care
should be taken when choosing
a background, making sure it does
not distract from or interfere with
the mark.

Principal version – black

Centred version – black

Principal version – negative

Centred version – negative

2.3 BASIC ELEMENTS

UWC INTERNATIONAL:
EXCLUSION ZONE
Principal version

The exclusion zone is an invisible
protection area surrounding the brand
mark. It is indicated opposite by the
continuous pink line surrounding the
brand mark.
Never position any other type,
matter or graphic device within
the pre-defined exclusion zone.

X

X

X

X

X

The exclusion zone for the principal
mark is equivalent to the height
of the ‘W’ in ‘UWC’, indicated by
the x. For the centred version it is
twice the height of the ‘W’ in ‘UWC’.

Centred version

2X

2X

2X

2X

X

2.4 BASIC ELEMENTS

UWC INTERNATIONAL:
SIZE OF THE BRAND MARK
The mark should not be reproduced
any smaller then 9mm. When creating
small scale materials (for example
a pencil), it is necessary to use the
small size version of the brand mark.
Small size versions have been
designed to be used on applications
that require the brand mark to appear
at 8mm (height of circles) or smaller
and should never be used above
this size.

Principal version
Minimum size 9mm.

9mm

Principal version
Minimum size 9mm.

9mm

Small version
Maximum size 8mm.

8mm

Small version
Maximum size 8mm.

8mm

Small version
Minimum size 5mm.
5mm

Small version
Minimum size 5mm.
5mm

2.5 BASIC ELEMENTS

COLLEGES & SCHOOLS:
USING THE BRAND MARK
When using the UWC brand mark for
our colleges and schools, there are
specific rules to follow.
The college/school brand marks
have been created with the name in
bold, green and upper case. For the
principal version the names sits to
the right of ‘UWC’. Depending on
the length of the name, it appears on
either one line or two, as shown in
the examples opposite.
For each college/school a secondary
version of the mark has been created
which can be used on specific
applications, where the principal
version would be compromised. Here
the college/school name appears on
one line, to the full height of ‘UWC’.

An alternative version has been
created where the name sits on one
line underneath, fitting the width of
the globes and ‘UWC’. Please note
not all colleges/schools will have this
version due to the name length not
lending itself to this format.

Principal version

ATLANTIC
COLLEGE
MAASTRICHT

If you require an additional mark
please contact the Communications
team at UWC International.
Secondary version

ATLANTIC COLLEGE
MAASTRICHT
Alternative secondary version

MAASTRICHT

2.5 BASIC ELEMENTS

COLLEGES & SCHOOLS:
USING THE BRAND MARK
The principal college and school brand
marks should be used in the majority
of situations. The exceptions are:
• If you need to use the brand
mark on mono applications,
such as faxes and in newspaper
advertising, you should use the
black version.
• If you need to use the brand mark
against a coloured background
or image, use the white version
of the brand mark. Make sure
the colour of the background
has enough contrast to allow the
brand mark to show clearly. Care
should be taken when choosing
a background, making sure it does
not distract from or interfere with
the mark.

Principal version example – black

Principal version example –negative

Secondary version examples – negative

Secondary version example – black

2.6 BASIC ELEMENTS

COLLEGES & SCHOOLS:
EXCLUSION ZONE
The exclusion zone for both the
principal and secondary versions of
the colleges and schools marks is
equivalent to the height of the ‘W’
in ‘UWC’, indicated by the x.

Principal version - example

X

X

MAASTRICHT

X
X

X

Secondary version - examples

X

MAASTRICHT

X
X

X

X

X

MAASTRICHT
X

X

X

X

2.7 BASIC ELEMENTS

NATIONAL COMMITTEES:
USING THE BRAND MARK
When using the UWC brand mark
for our national committees, the
following rules apply.
The national committee brand marks
have been created with the name
in light, blue and upper case. For the
principal version the name sits to the
right of ‘UWC’. Depending on the
length of the name, it appears on
either one line or two, as shown in
the examples opposite.
A version has been created to include
the words ‘national committee’ for
those who wish this to appear within
the mark. In these instances the
addition of this line only appears
in the principal version.

For each national committee a
secondary version of the mark can be
created which can be used on specific
applications, where the principal
version would be compromised.
Here the national committee name
appears on one line, to the full height
of ‘UWC’.
An alternative version can be created
where the name sits on one line
underneath, fitting the width of the
globes and ‘UWC’. Please note not all
national committees will have this
version due to the name length not
lending itself to this format.
If you require an additional mark
please contact the Communications
team at UWC International.

Principal version

NORTHERN
IRELAND
AUSTRALIA
GHANAIAN
NATIONAL COMMITTEE

Secondary version

NORTHERN IRELAND
Alternative secondary version

AUSTRALIA

2.7 BASIC ELEMENTS

NATIONAL COMMITTEES:
USING THE BRAND MARK
The principal national committee
brand marks should be used in the
majority of situations. The exceptions
are:
• If you need to use the brand
mark on mono applications,
such as faxes and in newspaper
advertising, you should use the
black version.
• If you need to use the brand mark
against a coloured background
or image, use the white version
of the brand mark. Make sure
the colour of the background
has enough contrast to allow the
brand mark to show clearly. Care
should be taken when choosing
a background, making sure it does
not distract from or interfere with
the mark.

Principal version example – black

Secondary version example – black

ESTONIA

ESTONIA

Principal version example –negative

ESTONIA

Secondary version examples – negative

ESTONIA
ESTONIA

ESTONIA

2.8 BASIC ELEMENTS

NATIONAL COMMITTEES:
EXCLUSION ZONE
The exclusion zone for both the
principal and secondary versions of
the national committee marks is
equivalent to the height of the ‘W’
in ‘UWC’, indicated by the x.

Principal version - example

X

X

AUSTRALIA

X
X

X

Secondary version - examples

X

AUSTRALIA

X
X

X

X

X

X

AUSTRALIA

X

X

X

2.9 BASIC ELEMENTS

PARTNER BRANDING:
USING THE BRAND MARK
On partner communications, the
predominant logo should be that
of the principal organisation behind
the promotion. All other marks and
logotypes, including the UWC
brand, should take secondary place.

Positive version
Text: Bliss Light, upper
case, ranged left. Blue
(Pantone® 2945).

X

Recognised partners of UWC can use
the brand mark, available from UWC
International, on communications
following the example opposite.

3X

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
X
Negative version
Text: Bliss Light, upper
case, ranged left. White
out of colour background.

X

3X

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
X

2.10 BASIC ELEMENTS

SCHOOL/COLLEGE PROPOSALS:
USING THE BRAND MARK
Initiatives which are working
through the process to become
a UWC school/college can, at the
appropriate point use the brand
mark with the explanation
statement as shown opposite.

Positive version
Text: Bliss Light, upper
case, ranged left. Blue
(Pantone® 2945).

X

3X

WORKING TOWARDS BECOMING A
X
Negative version
Text: Bliss Light, upper
case, ranged left. White
out of colour background.

X

3X

WORKING TOWARDS BECOMING A
X

2.11 BASIC ELEMENTS

BRAND MARK DON’TS
You should not alter the brand mark
in any way. The brand mark must
always be reproduced from the digital
artwork provided. Misuse of the brand
mark weakens its impact.

Do not stretch or compress the mark

Some examples of how not to change
the brand mark are shown here.

Do not change the colour

Do not resize any elements in the mark.

USA
USA
USA

ATLANTIC
COLLEGE
ATLANTIC
COLLEGE
ATLANTIC
COLLEGE

Do not use any of the elements separately.

N.B. these rules apply to all iterations
of the mark including principal,
centred, small, schools and colleges
and national committee versions.
If you require artwork in a different
format then that provided, please
contact the Communications team
at UWC International.

UWC
UWC
USA
UWC

Do not change the typeface

Do not try to recreate any of the elements.

Do not recreate the mark

Do not change the layout of the mark

ATLANTIC
COLLEGE

UWC
USA

UWC

U

2.12 BASIC ELEMENTS

BRAND ARCHITECTURE
Global Movement

Educational Establishments

Schools

Vocational Colleges

Colleges

WATERFORD
KAMHLABA

ADRIATIC

LI
PO CHUN
UNITED WORLD COLLEGE

MAASTRICHT

ATLANTIC
COLLEGE

LI PO CHUN
MAHINDRA
UWC OF HONG KONG
COLLEGE

SOUTH EAST
ASIA

MOSTAR

PEARSON
COLLEGE

OF HONG KONG

USA

SIMÓN BOLÍVAR
OF AGRICULTURE

RED CROSS
NORDIC

COSTA RICA

National Committees (Examples)
NORTHERN
IRELAND

ARGENTINA

ESTONIA

CAYMAN
ISLANDS

AUSTRALIA

BELARUS

CESKÁ REPUBLIKA

TIMOR-LESTE

EL SALVADOR

COMITÉ NACIONAL
COSTA RICA

DEUTSCHE

GHANAIAN

NATIONAL COMMITTEE

COMITÉ NACIONAL

The above logos are for illustration purposes only. The final designs are subject to change.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE

NATIONAL COMMITTEE

2.13 BASIC ELEMENTS

TYPEFACE
Bliss has been chosen as the
UWC typeface because of its clean,
uncluttered appearance. It is the font
used for our college and national
committee logos. Wherever possible
the two weights opposite should be
used for our external publications
and communications.
Myriad Pro can be used an alternative
to Bliss, when Bliss is not available.
Most designers should have the Bliss
font but it is not always found in
standard software packages.
Arial has been chosen as a secondary
font to be used when Bliss nor Myriad
Pro are not available, e.g. for creating
documents in MS Office or for web
applications.
In order to keep consistency, ensure
that only one of the UWC typefaces
is used per individual publication/
email etc.

Primary typeface

Bliss Light
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Bliss Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Secondary typefaces

Myriad Pro Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Arial Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Myriad Pro Semibold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Arial Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

2.14 BASIC ELEMENTS

COLOUR
The UWC colour palette consists
of two primary colours which
form the basis of our identity and
should be used for all organisational
communications.

Primary colours

These are supported with a
combination of secondary colours
– vibrant colours, which complement
the primary colours and make
the visual style fresh, modern
and engaging.

Pantone®
2945

Pantone®
3285

Pantone®
7517

Pantone®
255

Pantone®
7420

Pantone®
159

Pantone®
Cool Gray 11

50% tint
Pantone®
2945

50% tint
Pantone®
3285

50% tint
Pantone®
7517

50% tint
Pantone®
255

50% tint
Pantone®
7420

50% tint
Pantone®
159

50% tint
Pantone®
Cool Gray 11

Accompanying these colours are
50% tints. Other tints can be used
if greater definition or choice is
required, but we recommend that
no value under 25% should be used.
This extends our range of colours
without the need for any new colour
swatches.

Secondary colours

2.15 BASIC ELEMENTS

COLOUR REFERENCE

B

Hexadecimal
number

14

0 100 166

#0064a6

50

7

0 150 146

#009b90

60 100

44

152

62

9

#983e09

51 100

0

25

116

22 105

#741669

0

80

42

20

173

22

68

#ad1644

717 U

0

66 100

7

222

99

40

#de6328

Cool Grey 11 U

0

0

68

113 112

115

#717073

Pantone® number
- coated paper

Pantone® number
- uncoated paper

2945 C

C

M

Y

K

300 U

100

45

0

3285 C

3272 U

100

0

7517 C

1535 U

0

255 C

248 U

7420 C

200 U

159 C
Cool Grey 11 C

Please note that the colours printed in this document may not be
100% accurate. Please refer to the specialist reference guides for
accurate colour reference.

2

R

G

3.0
IMAGERY
At UWC, we appreciate the value of
using high-quality images and we have
invested a great deal of time and effort
in obtaining them.
Strong visual imagery helps to promote
brand recognition, enhances our profile
and displays the pride we take as
an organisation.

3.1 IMAGERY

PORTRAITS
Portrait imagery is the primary
photography to be used on the
front covers of our publications,
in advertising and on our website.
They portray our students, teachers
and volunteers as the focus.
Capturing the personality of the
individual and shooting them looking
into the camera, helps to engage with
the viewer. Always ensure that the
subject looks natural and positive
without looking posed.
Using the images to their potential
will also help. For instance cropping
into the head and shoulders creates
a much higher impact.
Portraits can include one individual
or a group. Some examples can be
seen opposite.

3.2 IMAGERY

LEARNING
This category should show the
importance of education to UWC
as well as the value we put on
ensuring learning is interactive and
fun. Good quality shots, showing
students, teachers and volunteers
active in their everyday lives will
help to portray this.
Again these images should look
natural and not posed. The
personality of the individual(s)
should be captured to help the
viewer engage with the photograph.
These photographs should be used
to support the primary imagery,
portraits.
Some examples can be seen
opposite.

3.3 IMAGERY

LIVING
Photography showing school and
college life should highlight our
college campuses, environments and
how these spaces are used.
The images in this category should
show both students in situ as well
as location shots, i.e. showing the
campus buildings etc.
These photographs should be used
to support the primary imagery,
portraits.
The images opposite show some
examples.

3.4 IMAGERY

OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
Photography can be used to show the
entire experience that UWC offers.
The images in this category should
show how the students interact with
each other outside of the classroom.
Illustrating lively activities as well as
the more quiet/mundane tasks of
their everyday lives.
These photographs should be used
to support the primary imagery,
portraits.
The images opposite show some
examples of how various activities
can be portrayed.

3.5 IMAGERY

COMMUNITY SERVICE
The work our schools, colleges and
national committees undertake with
their local communities should be
celebrated through the imagery that
we use. They should show the full
range of projects and activities.
These photographs should be used
to support the primary imagery,
portraits.
The images opposite show some
examples of how various outreach
work can be portrayed.

3.6 IMAGERY

GUIDE TO CROPPING
Cropping can change a picture’s
message and composition quite
dramatically.

Original image

If you crop an image well, you
can really enhance a specific
message, or completely change
the impact. You can also use
cropping to emphasise particular
focal points for maximum impact.

Selecting a crop

Final crop

4.0
VISUAL STYLE
As well as our brand mark, other ‘visual’
elements help create UWC marketing
material. Used together, they can
create powerful and memorable visual
communications.
This section explains the different elements
of our visual language and gives examples
of how to use them.

4.1 VISUAL STYLE

USE OF TYPOGRAPHY
As mentioned in section 2.0 Basic
Elements, the primary UWC typeface
is Bliss.

Date/issue number etc

JANUARY 2010

•

Heading

ISSUE 01

Whenever this is available, you should
use it for all UWC communications.

HEADING

01 NUM ORA VIDEMUS MAET GRA
Sum ut ca; halis. Ostiliam denihil veredin timiliur. Um patis
intiam fatus estis. Itiam tus fora que moeritr acrit.

Opposite are some examples of
how to use our corporate fonts
– you’ll find other examples in
section 5.0 Applications.

04 NUM IUM AD IAE IS
Stuam iam sentimo enihicae fur aurberi tilium int, nem
romnes estio, essid ina, dum ommovendam.
07 SCI PAT, SUM ELABEFFRE NUM QUE MA
09 NATQUODICUT IN IMOVERUM
12 IN HOR PUBLIS CONSULT IONDITAM
09 NATQUODICUT IN IMOVERUM
Bit, untiam et, privivis octum trum, opubli pulum
acit Foris re, fuitiam perionv ertanum quium.

13 FOR UTUS CONONDEFFRE CUPESIMPORS
16 MULIUS ETIS APERIDIEM ET PUBLIAE

OPULIA MAIOR AD IAE PRAE VIT conuntiem intil ver
ut factussoltus estem nonsulis tantem nimmovena
criam tam, cis mo iam, mo virmili civiver horac terips,
publis vehem. Nostumei poti, fictus fic reo, condam
se nos curnicae patisque re rente acerce quam
sulintidit faceps, cavertus consignarei tum pris in
am, es! Astanum ditribu ntilibus ilin imis?
Cient, ur, quam publicat, te pro horte opti se andit,
quos sa deatquam, prae foribus conductus; num es et
ortem condum ora delicasdam ad culiciam, fac viritum
es vitus aperibus in ressoli fora rendelare, sent, quit fue
idint.
Opimoliem eo, qui fit, ciam omnequo nsupplicat
verum mo ublicio ricultis, quam. Vivemere firiorisque
rei perumus antis con vit, nortum nit.

“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus Non
diendac turnimoena, Cris,
qi et omnirmantum Movest
num. Ritius accae sed mollore
scium, volore num nonsequo
eturiaessum ra inter.”

Quotation

Talatu seri consus; Catium cutus, senducia Serracessit,
criterum aden tus es ficaessua publiumed in terrariam
actor qua tabut popotic erceps, fuidem satquam
vidiendactum que demquam pora, creo, cone quastam
parei sciis. Senares tandam esestrunt?

PUBLICATION TITLE
TO GO HERE

Ximus nonsequia qui opta apere, quae sequi blandis
nusto et maximod ictectis aut quo ipiciamet inverae
et dita verspiet faceatiist fugit volo conectio et faccupi
digendist eos essundios quae labo.

SUBTITLE TO GO HERE

Title

16 INTEMUM ERICONER
Bit, untiam et, privivis octum trum, opubli pulum
acit Foris re, fuitiam perionv ertanum quium.

01

Subtitle

Body copy

4.2 VISUAL STYLE

TYPE LEVELS:
BLISS
Using type consistently can not
only help design look coherent but
also helps to build uniformity in
communicating with our different
audiences.
The following examples show the
type levels which should be used as a
guide when designing anything from
brochures to posters.

Cover title & subtitle
Bliss Light, upper case,
ranged left. Title in blue
(Pantone® 2945) or white
out of transparent box.
Subtitle in green (Pantone®
3285) or white out of
transparent box.

Quotes
Bliss Light, upper and lower
case, ranged left. Any colour
from the UWC palette or
white out of any colour
from the UWC palette.

Titles within text
Bliss Light, upper case, ranged
left. Blue (Pantone® 2945).
Body copy
Bliss Light, upper and lower
case, ranged left. Grey
(Pantone® Cool Grey 11)
or black.

Captions
Title: Bliss Bold, upper and
lower case, ranged left. Any
colour from the UWC palette.
Description: as Body copy
(detailed above).

PUBLICATION TITLE
SUBTITLE

“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus
Non diendac.”

TITLE Imin corepe nistisqui quasima consequ
odipicilit, quam et fugiae nis sererferibus core sim
non nonseque raest, cus acepero is reribus explit
ea con nimagni mperitaest quiatur iorepudit am
ut evendem porempore nonsercius sinimil igendis
eos as eaquata volupta cus modisit occaeped

Figure 01
Name es pel ipicabo. Optatium
qui nonse ex et alitas debis.

PUBLICATION TITLE
SUBTITLE

“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus
Non diendac.”

4.3 VISUAL STYLE

TYPE LEVELS:
MYRIAD PRO
The following examples show the
type levels which should be used
when the corporate typeface, Bliss,
is not available.

Cover title & subtitle
Myriad Pro Regular, upper
case, ranged left. Title in blue
(Pantone® 2945) or white
out of transparent box.
Subtitle in green (Pantone®
3285) or white out of
transparent box.

Quotes
Myriad Pro Regular, upper and
lower case, ranged left. Any
colour from the UWC palette
or white out of any colour
from the UWC palette.

Titles within text
Myriad Pro Regular, upper
case, ranged left. Blue
(Pantone® 2945).
Body copy
Myriad Pro Regular, upper
and lower case, ranged left.
Grey (Pantone® Cool Grey
11) or black.
Captions
Title: Myriad Pro Bold, upper
and lower case, ranged left. Any
colour from the UWC palette.
Description: as Body copy
(detailed above).

PUBLICATION TITLE
SUBTITLE

“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus
Non diendac.”

TITLE Imin corepe nistisqui quasima consequ
odipicilit, quam et fugiae nis sererferibus core sim
non nonseque raest, cus acepero is reribus explit
ea con nimagni mperitaest quiatur iorepudit am
ut evendem porempore nonsercius sinimil igendis
eos as eaquata volupta cus modisit occaeped

Figure 01
Name es pel ipicabo. Optatium
qui nonse ex et alitas debis.

PUBLICATION TITLE
SUBTITLE

“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus
Non diendac.”

4.4 VISUAL STYLE

TYPE LEVELS:
ARIAL
The following examples show the
type levels which should be used
when the corporate typeface, Bliss
or Myriad Pro, is not available.

Cover title & subtitle
Arial Regular, upper case,
ranged left. Title in blue
(Pantone® 2945) or white
out of transparent box.
Subtitle in green (Pantone®
3285) or white out of
transparent box.

Quotes
Arial Regular, upper and lower
case, ranged left. Any colour
from the UWC palette
or white out of any colour
from the UWC palette.

Titles within text
Arial Regular, upper
case, ranged left. Blue
(Pantone® 2945).
Body copy
Arial Regular, upper
and lower case, ranged left.
Grey (Pantone® Cool Grey
11) or black.
Captions
Title: Arial Bold, upper and
lower case, ranged left. Any
colour from the UWC palette.
Description: as Body copy
(detailed above).

PUBLICATION TITLE
SUBTITLE

“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus
Non diendac.”

TITLE Imin corepe nistisqui quasima consequ
odipicilit, quam et fugiae nis sererferibus core sim
non nonseque raest, cus acepero is reribus explit
ea con nimagni mperitaest quiatur iorepudit am
ut evendem porempore nonsercius sinimil igendis
eos as eaquata volupta cus modisit occaeped

Figure 01
Name es pel ipicabo. Optatium
qui nonse ex et alitas debis.

PUBLICATION TITLE
SUBTITLE

“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus
Non diendac.”

Letters are often the ﬁrst important point of contact with suppliers and other
people with whom we do business. The way the letter is typed out is as
important as the headed paper and the content of the letter itself.

PUBLICATION TITLE
TO GO HERE

4.5 VISUAL STYLE

Clarity and consistency are key issues and this example illustrates the style
which should be adopted.
The type style is Arial, 11 point type with 15 point line spacing. Text is always
ranged left. Paragraphs are not indented but separated by a half line space.
The use of any other typeface is prohibited. Any italicising or use of capital
letters as emphasis in the body of the text is also prohibited. If a simple
emphasis of one word or title is called for then emboldening is permitted.

THE BANNER:
PRIMARY USAGE

SUBTITLE TO GO HERE

If emphasis of a list of points is required, then the use of a dash with a 5mm
indent should be used.
- Point one of a list of highlighted points.

The banner has been designed to give
UWC a consistent identity across
its communications. When using the
banner, it must always appear in blue
(Pantone® 2945). In the majority of
cases it should be positioned along
the bottom edge, running full-bleed
horizontally.

Example 01
Publication.

Consideration of the height of the
banner should be taken in order
to keep consistency. The examples
opposite show recommended
sizing of 5mm (height) when used
on stationery and publications (i.e
business card to A4 size).

Example 02
Letterhead – when no
formal name is required.

Further examples of how to use the
banner at different sizes/formats can
be seen in section 5.0 Applications.

- Point two of a list of highlighted points.
This should still occur in upper and lower case letters, not capitals.

Yours sincerely
5mm

Name Surname
T +44 (0)20 7269 7801
name.surname@uwc.org

UWC INTERNATIONAL
Second Floor, 17-21 Emerald Street, London, WC1N 3QN, UK
Telephone +44 (0)20 7269 7800 Facsimile +44 (0)20 7405 4374 Email uwcio@uwc.org Website www.uwc.org

5mm

Example 03
Business card – when no
formal name is required.

RØDE KORS
NORDISK
NAME SURNAME
Position
Direct Line +44 (0)20 7269 7801 Mobile +44 (0)7789 123456
Email name.surname@uwc.org

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
UWC International, second Floor, 17-21 Emerald Street,
London, WC1N 3QN, UK
Website www.uwc.org Facsimile +44 (0)20 7405 4374

5mm

NAME SURNAME
Position
Direct Line +47 57 73 70 00 Mobile +47 2345 6789
Email name.surname@rcnuwc.no

UWC RØDE KORS NORDISK
N-6968 Flekke, Fjaler, Norway
Website www.rcnuwc Facsimile +47 57 73 70 01

Registered Ofﬁce
17-21 Emerald Street, London WC1N 3QN, UK, is a
company registered in England and Wales and Limited by
Guarantee, No. 908758. Registered Charity No. 313690

4.6 VISUAL STYLE
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THE BANNER:
SECONDARY USAGE

11
5

5
6
5
5

First line of address
Second line of address
Third line of address
County
Postcode

ADRIATIC

01 Month 2010

COLLEGIO DEL MONDO UNITO DELL’ADTIATICO O.N.L.U.S
NAME SURNAME
Position
Direct Line +39 040 373 9220 Mobile +39 2345 6789
Email name.surname@uwcad.uwc.org

Dear Recipient,

UWC ADRIATIC

Emphasis of a title Arial Bold

Via Trieste 29, 34011 Duino (Trieste) Italy
Website www.uwcad.uwc.org Facsimile +39 040 373 9201

The banner must remain in blue
(Pantone® 2945) with white text in
Bliss Bold, upper case and ranged left.
The position moves up to the top.

ADRIATIC

COLLEGIO DEL MONDO UNITO DELL’ADTIATICO O.N.L.U.S

5

A secondary version of the banner
has been created to use as a holding
device, when a formal name is
required. This option is limited to
use on stationery only.

80

Letters are often the ﬁrst important point of contact with suppliers and other
people with whom we do business. The way the letter is typed out is as
important as the headed paper and the content of the letter itself.

Business card

Clarity and consistency are key issues and this example illustrates the style
which should be adopted.
The type style is Arial, 11 point type with 15 point line spacing. Text is always
ranged left. Paragraphs are not indented but separated by a half line space.
The use of any other typeface is prohibited. Any italicising or use of capital
letters as emphasis in the body of the text is also prohibited. If a simple
emphasis of one word or title is called for then emboldening is permitted.

On business cards the banner runs
across the total width. On letterheads
the length is half the width of the
paper (105mm for A4, 108mm for
US letter). The height remains
at 5mm.

If emphasis of a list of points is required, then the use of a dash with a 5mm
indent should be used.
- Point one of a list of highlighted points.
- Point two of a list of highlighted points.
This should still occur in upper and lower case letters, not capitals.

Yours sincerely

This option replaces the banner
at the bottom. Only one banner
should appear on any item of
UWC communication.

Name Surname
T +44 (0)20 7269 7801
name.surname@uwc.org

Examples of how to use this version
on a business card and letterhead can
be seen opposite.

UWC OF THE ADRIATIC
Via Trieste 29, 34011 Duino (Trieste) Italy
Telephone +39 040 373 9111 Facsimile +39 040 373 9201 Email uwcad@uwcad.it Website www.uwcad.uwc.org

Letterhead

Registered Ofﬁce
17-21 Emerald Street, London WC1N 3QN, UK, is a
company registered in England and Wales and Limited by
Guarantee, No. 908758. Registered Charity No. 313690

85mm x 55mm/210mm x 297mm
Measurements are in millimetres

4.7 VISUAL STYLE

USING COLOUR
Here we have shown some examples
of how to use the UWC colour
palette. These show how the two
primary colours (Pantone® 2945 and
Pantone® 3285), and five secondary
colours (Pantone® 7517, Pantone®
255, Pantone® 7420, Pantone® 159
and Pantone® Cool Grey 11), work
within printed literature.

Banner (primary)
Blue (Pantone® 2945).

JANUARY 2010

•

Heading
Any UWC colour.

ISSUE 01

HEADING

01 NUM ORA VIDEMUS MAET GRA
Sum ut ca; halis. Ostiliam denihil veredin timiliur. Um patis
intiam fatus estis. Itiam tus fora que moeritr acrit.
04 NUM IUM AD IAE IS
Stuam iam sentimo enihicae fur aurberi tilium int, nem
romnes estio, essid ina, dum ommovendam.
07 SCI PAT, SUM ELABEFFRE NUM QUE MA
09 NATQUODICUT IN IMOVERUM

You’ll find more examples in
section 5.0 Applications.

12 IN HOR PUBLIS CONSULT IONDITAM
09 NATQUODICUT IN IMOVERUM
Bit, untiam et, privivis octum trum, opubli pulum
acit Foris re, fuitiam perionv ertanum quium.

13 FOR UTUS CONONDEFFRE CUPESIMPORS
16 MULIUS ETIS APERIDIEM ET PUBLIAE

OPULIA MAIOR AD IAE PRAE VIT conuntiem intil ver
ut factussoltus estem nonsulis tantem nimmovena
criam tam, cis mo iam, mo virmili civiver horac terips,
publis vehem. Nostumei poti, fictus fic reo, condam
se nos curnicae patisque re rente acerce quam
sulintidit faceps, cavertus consignarei tum pris in
am, es! Astanum ditribu ntilibus ilin imis?
Cient, ur, quam publicat, te pro horte opti se andit,
quos sa deatquam, prae foribus conductus; num es et
ortem condum ora delicasdam ad culiciam, fac viritum
es vitus aperibus in ressoli fora rendelare, sent, quit fue
idint.
Opimoliem eo, qui fit, ciam omnequo nsupplicat
verum mo ublicio ricultis, quam. Vivemere firiorisque
rei perumus antis con vit, nortum nit.

“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus Non
diendac turnimoena, Cris,
qi et omnirmantum Movest
num. Ritius accae sed mollore
scium, volore num nonsequo
eturiaessum ra inter.”

Quotation
Any UWC colour
or white out of
any UWC colour.

Talatu seri consus; Catium cutus, senducia Serracessit,
criterum aden tus es ficaessua publiumed in terrariam
actor qua tabut popotic erceps, fuidem satquam
vidiendactum que demquam pora, creo, cone quastam
parei sciis. Senares tandam esestrunt?

PUBLICATION TITLE
TO GO HERE

Ximus nonsequia qui opta apere, quae sequi blandis
nusto et maximod ictectis aut quo ipiciamet inverae
et dita verspiet faceatiist fugit volo conectio et faccupi
digendist eos essundios quae labo.

SUBTITLE TO GO HERE
16 INTEMUM ERICONER
Bit, untiam et, privivis octum trum, opubli pulum
acit Foris re, fuitiam perionv ertanum quium.

01

Title
Blue (Pantone® 2945) or white
out of blue (Pantone® 2945).

Transparent box
50% opacity of any
UWC colour.

Subtitle
Green (Pantone® 3285) or white
out of green (Pantone® 3285).

N.B. make sure the colour of
the image allows enough
contrast for colour of box.

Banner (secondary)
Any UWC colour.

4.8 VISUAL STYLE

USING IMAGERY
As mentioned in section 3.0 Imagery,
our images can be categorised under
the headings portraits, learning,
living, outside the classroom and
community service.
Opposite are some examples of
how to use our images – you’ll
find other examples in section
5.0 Applications.

Example 01
Making the image the focus.

“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus Non
diendac turnimoena, Cris,
qi et omnirmantum Movest
num. Ritius accae sed mollore
scium, volore num nonsequo
eturiaessum ra inter.”

01 NUM ORA VIDEMUS MAET GRA
Sum ut ca; halis. Ostiliam denihil veredin timiliur. Um patis
intiam fatus estis. Itiam tus fora que moeritr acrit.
04 NUM IUM AD IAE IS
Stuam iam sentimo enihicae fur aurberi tilium int, nem
romnes estio, essid ina, dum ommovendam.
07 SCI PAT, SUM ELABEFFRE NUM QUE MA
09 NATQUODICUT IN IMOVERUM
12 IN HOR PUBLIS CONSULT IONDITAM
09 NATQUODICUT IN IMOVERUM
Bit, untiam et, privivis octum trum, opubli pulum
acit Foris re, fuitiam perionv ertanum quium.

13 FOR UTUS CONONDEFFRE CUPESIMPORS
16 MULIUS ETIS APERIDIEM ET PUBLIAE

16 INTEMUM ERICONER
Bit, untiam et, privivis octum trum, opubli pulum
acit Foris re, fuitiam perionv ertanum quium.

04

05

Example 02
Using images to tell the story.

5.0
APPLICATIONS
It’s important to achieve a consistent style
when creating UWC communications.
The following examples allow for
flexibility, while still maintaining clarity
and consistency.
They should give you a flavour of how to
use the different elements of our visual
language and we hope they will inspire you
when you’re creating your own material.

5.1 APPLICATIONS

TEMPLATES:
LETTERHEAD
The following are based on the
English language, particularly in
relation to the use of capitals. Please
take the sentiment or essence of
what is detailed over the next few
pages and apply it appropriately for
your language.

25

45

10
10
8

UWC INTERNATIONAL

First line of address
Second line of address
Third line of address
County
Postcode

Example with strapline
UWC International.

HER MAJESTY QUEEN NOOR
President
NELSON MANDELA
Honorary President

49

01 Month 2010

Dear Recipient,
Emphasis of a title Arial Bold
Letters are often the ﬁrst important point of contact with suppliers and other people with
whom we do business. The way the letter is typed out is as important as the headed paper
and the content of the letter itself.
Clarity and consistency are key issues and this example illustrates the style which should be
adopted.
The type style is Arial, 11 point type with 15 point line spacing. Text is always ranged left.
Paragraphs are not indented but separated by a half line space. The use of any other
typeface is prohibited. Any italicising or use of capital letters as emphasis in the body of the
text is also prohibited. If a simple emphasis of one word or title is called for then emboldening
is permitted.
If emphasis of a list of points is required, then the use of a dash with a 5mm indent should
be used.

188

- Point one of a list of highlighted points.
- Point two of a list of highlighted points.
This should still occur in upper and lower case letters, not capitals.

Yours sincerely

Name Surname
T +44 (0)20 7269 7801
name.surname@uwc.org

Second Floor, 17-21 Emerald Street, London, WC1N 3QN, UK
Telephone +44 (0)20 7269 7800 Facsimile +44 (0)20 7405 4374 Email uwcio@uwc.org Website www.uwc.org

160

Registered Ofﬁce
The United World Colleges (International) is a company
registered in England and Wales and Limited by Guarantee,
No. 908758. Registered Charity No. 313690.

5
5
210mm x 297mm
Measurements are in millimetres

5.1 APPLICATIONS

TEMPLATES:
LETTERHEAD

25

45

10
10
LI
PO CHUN
UNITED WORLD COLLEGE
OF HONG KONG

6

Example without strapline/
inclusion of patron list
LPC UWC.

LI PO CHUN
UWC OF HONG KONG

First line of address
Second line of address
Third line of address
County
Postcode

FIRST PATRON’S NAME
Description
SECOND PATRON’S NAME
Description
THIRD PATRON’S NAME
Description

49

01 Month 2010

Dear Recipient,
Emphasis of a title Arial Bold
Letters are often the ﬁrst important point of contact with suppliers and other people with
whom we do business. The way the letter is typed out is as important as the headed paper
and the content of the letter itself.
Clarity and consistency are key issues and this example illustrates the style which should be
adopted.
The type style is Arial, 11 point type with 15 point line spacing. Text is always ranged left.
Paragraphs are not indented but separated by a half line space. The use of any other
typeface is prohibited. Any italicising or use of capital letters as emphasis in the body of the
text is also prohibited. If a simple emphasis of one word or title is called for then emboldening
is permitted.
If emphasis of a list of points is required, then the use of a dash with a 5mm indent should
be used.

188

- Point one of a list of highlighted points.
- Point two of a list of highlighted points.
This should still occur in upper and lower case letters, not capitals.

Yours sincerely

Name Surname
T +44 (0)20 7269 7801
name.surname@uwc.org

LI PO CHUN UWC OF HONG KONG
10 Lok Wo Sha Lane, Sai Sha Road Sha Tin, New Territories, Hong Kong SAR
Telephone +852 2640 0441 Facsimile +852 2643 4088 Email office@lpcuwc.edu.hk Website www.lpcuwc.uwc.org

160

Registered Ofﬁce
17-21 Emerald Street, London WC1N 3QN, UK, is a
company registered in England and Wales and Limited by
Guarantee, No. 908758. Registered Charity No. 313690

5
5
210mm x 297mm
Measurements are in millimetres

5.1 APPLICATIONS

TEMPLATES:
LETTERHEAD

25

80

45

10
10

11
5

ADRIATIC

COLLEGIO DEL MONDO UNITO DELL’ADTIATICO O.N.L.U.S

First line of address
Second line of address
Third line of address
County
Postcode

6

Example with formal name
UWC Adriatic.

49

01 Month 2010

Dear Recipient,
Emphasis of a title Arial Bold
Letters are often the ﬁrst important point of contact with suppliers and other people with
whom we do business. The way the letter is typed out is as important as the headed paper
and the content of the letter itself.
Clarity and consistency are key issues and this example illustrates the style which should be
adopted.
The type style is Arial, 11 point type with 15 point line spacing. Text is always ranged left.
Paragraphs are not indented but separated by a half line space. The use of any other
typeface is prohibited. Any italicising or use of capital letters as emphasis in the body of the
text is also prohibited. If a simple emphasis of one word or title is called for then emboldening
is permitted.
If emphasis of a list of points is required, then the use of a dash with a 5mm indent should
be used.

188

- Point one of a list of highlighted points.
- Point two of a list of highlighted points.
This should still occur in upper and lower case letters, not capitals.

Yours sincerely

Name Surname
T +44 (0)20 7269 7801
name.surname@uwc.org

UWC ADRIATIC
Via Trieste 29, 34011 Duino (Trieste) Italy
Telephone +39 040 373 9111 Facsimile +39 040 373 9201 Email uwcad@uwcad.it Website www.uwcad.uwc.org

Registered Ofﬁce
17-21 Emerald Street, London WC1N 3QN, UK, is a
company registered in England and Wales and Limited by
Guarantee, No. 908758. Registered Charity No. 313690

10
160

210mm x 297mm
Measurements are in millimetres

5.2 APPLICATIONS

TEMPLATES:
BUSINESS CARD
5

5

5

5

5

6

6

Position
Direct Line +47 57 73 70 00 Mobile +47 2345 6789
Email name.surname@rcnuwc.no

UWC RØDE KORS NORDISK
N-6968 Flekke, Fjaler, Norway
Website www.rcnuwc Facsimile +47 57 73 70 01

Registered Charity
No. 313690.

5

5

5

5
Example with four line address block
UWC International.

5
COLLEGIO DEL MONDO UNITO DELL’ADTIATICO O.N.L.U.S
NAME SURNAME
Position
Direct Line +39 040 373 9220 Mobile +39 2345 6789
Email name.surname@uwcad.uwc.org

5

UWC INTERNATIONAL

ADRIATIC

6

NAME SURNAME

Position
Direct Line +44 (0)20 7269 7800 Mobile +44 (0)7789 123456
Email name.surname@uwcio.uwc.org

5

5

5

RØDE KORS
NORDISK

5

NAME SURNAME

Second Floor, 17-21 Emerald Street,
London, WC1N 3QN, UK
Website www.uwc.org Facsimile +44 (0)20 7405 4374

5

5

5
UWC ADRIATIC
Via Trieste 29, 34011 Duino (Trieste) Italy
Website www.uwcad.uwc.org Facsimile +39 040 373 9201

5
Example with three line address block
UWC Red Cross Nordic.

Example with formal name
UWC Adriatic.

85mm x 55mm
Measurements are in millimetres

5.3 APPLICATIONS

EXAMPLES:
BROCHURE
JANUARY 2010

•

ISSUE 01

HEADING

01 NUM ORA VIDEMUS MAET GRA
Sum ut ca; halis. Ostiliam denihil veredin timiliur. Um patis
intiam fatus estis. Itiam tus fora que moeritr acrit.
04 NUM IUM AD IAE IS
Stuam iam sentimo enihicae fur aurberi tilium int, nem
romnes estio, essid ina, dum ommovendam.
07 SCI PAT, SUM ELABEFFRE NUM QUE MA
09 NATQUODICUT IN IMOVERUM
12 IN HOR PUBLIS CONSULT IONDITAM
09 NATQUODICUT IN IMOVERUM
Bit, untiam et, privivis octum trum, opubli pulum
acit Foris re, fuitiam perionv ertanum quium.

13 FOR UTUS CONONDEFFRE CUPESIMPORS
16 MULIUS ETIS APERIDIEM ET PUBLIAE

OPULIA MAIOR AD IAE PRAE VIT conuntiem intil ver
ut factussoltus estem nonsulis tantem nimmovena
criam tam, cis mo iam, mo virmili civiver horac terips,
publis vehem. Nostumei poti, fictus fic reo, condam
se nos curnicae patisque re rente acerce quam
sulintidit faceps, cavertus consignarei tum pris in
am, es! Astanum ditribu ntilibus ilin imis?
Cient, ur, quam publicat, te pro horte opti se andit,
quos sa deatquam, prae foribus conductus; num es et
ortem condum ora delicasdam ad culiciam, fac viritum
es vitus aperibus in ressoli fora rendelare, sent, quit fue
idint.
Opimoliem eo, qui fit, ciam omnequo nsupplicat
verum mo ublicio ricultis, quam. Vivemere firiorisque
rei perumus antis con vit, nortum nit.

“Eludet verobut audam. Sus
iuscena, consul hortena, si
inum ommoris etrus aris
fuemust atudela rem corbit.”
“Ehempl. Gularis me poent.
Ubliam. Sus aucio, quo
Inte consultorit. Catus Non
diendac turnimoena, Cris,
qi et omnirmantum Movest
num. Ritius accae sed mollore
scium, volore num nonsequo
eturiaessum ra inter.”

Talatu seri consus; Catium cutus, senducia Serracessit,
criterum aden tus es ficaessua publiumed in terrariam
actor qua tabut popotic erceps, fuidem satquam
vidiendactum que demquam pora, creo, cone quastam
parei sciis. Senares tandam esestrunt?

PUBLICATION TITLE
TO GO HERE

Ximus nonsequia qui opta apere, quae sequi blandis
nusto et maximod ictectis aut quo ipiciamet inverae
et dita verspiet faceatiist fugit volo conectio et faccupi
digendist eos essundios quae labo.

SUBTITLE TO GO HERE
16 INTEMUM ERICONER
Bit, untiam et, privivis octum trum, opubli pulum
acit Foris re, fuitiam perionv ertanum quium.

01

Front cover

Spread

04

Spread

05

5.4 APPLICATIONS

EXAMPLES:
WEBSITE

Section page

Home page

Content page

5.5 APPLICATIONS

EXAMPLES:
SIGNAGE
Examples

USA

NORTHERN
IRELAND

5.6 APPLICATIONS

EXAMPLES:
PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

WWW.UWC.ORG

WWW.UWC.ORG

5.6 APPLICATIONS

EXAMPLES:
PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

ATLANTIC
COLLEGE

ATLANTIC
COLLEGE

ATLANTIC
COLLEGE

WWW.ATLANTICCOLLEGE.ORG

WWW.ATLANTICCOLLEGE.ORG

6.0
CONTACT DETAILS
If you require any further information on
the UWC identity, or have any queries,
please contact:
UWC International
Communications team
E communications@uwcio.uwc.org
T +44 (0)20 7269 7800

